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In few minutes, a single attack can 
manipulate millions of flows

causing: service disruption, fraud,  
data theft, bad reputation, …
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Figure 1: Impact of di�erent hijack types: (a) CDFs,
and (b) mean (continuous lines) and median (dashed
lines) values of the percentage of polluted ASes over
1000 simulations for di�erent hijack types.

impact is very limited or negligible (e.g., 4% and 1% for type-3
and type-4, respectively), in contrast to lower types.
All types of hijacks can have a large impact. Comparing
themean to themedian values in Fig. 1(b) (blue curves; circle
markers) highlights that even with type-4 hijacks there are
events with a large (i.e., > 80%, see Fig. 1(a)) impact. We veri-
�ed that these corner cases happen not because the hijacker
AS has high connectivity, but because of the reciprocal lo-
cation of the hijacker and victim ASes in the AS-graph and
the respective relationships with their neighbors. Since it is
di�cult to identify the ASes that are capable of launching
impactful hijacking attacks, an operator should be able to
defend their networks against every type of hijacking event.

5.2 Visibility of Hijacks on the Control
Plane

Here we study to which extent di�erent types of hijacks are
visible by monitors of publicly accessible BGP monitoring
infrastructure. Detecting a hijacking event through control-
plane monitoring requires the illegitimate path to propagate
to at least one monitor. Moreover, the more monitors receive
such a route, the faster and more robust (e.g., against monitor
failures) the detection of a hijack is.
Hijacking events of smaller type aremore visible. Fig. 2
shows the distribution of the percentage of monitors, from
(a) all monitoring services, and from (b) only RIPE RIS and
BGPmon streaming services, that receive an illegitimate path.
As expected, hijack types of smaller type are visible with
higher probability and to more monitors (on average), since
their impact on the Internet is larger (see Fig. 1(b)). Table 2
gives the percentage of hijacking events that are invisible to
the di�erent services (i.e., they do not pollute any of the mon-
itors in our simulations). We can see that almost all origin-AS
hijacks (type-0) are visible, whereas hijacks of types 1, 2, 3,
and 4 have a higher probability to remain unnoticed, e.g.,
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Figure 2: Visibility of di�erent hijack types: CCDFs of
the number of monitors (x-axis in log-scale) that ob-
serve an illegitimate route over 1000 simulations for
di�erent types, using (a) all and (b) streaming moni-
toring services.

more than 20% of type-3 hijacks are not visible by any ser-
vice. We also �nd that the combination of di�erent services
always leads to increased coverage, and thus, visibility.
Hijacking events (of every type) with signi�cant im-
pact are always visible to monitoring services. Fig. 3
shows the percentage of hijacking events, grouped by their
impact, that are invisible to monitoring services. Hijacking
events that pollute more than 2% of the Internet are –in
our simulations– always visible to the monitoring services
(Fig. 3(a)), and the vast majority (e.g., more than 85% type-0
hijacks) of those with impact between 1% and 2% are also
observed. The visibility is low only for events with impact
less than 1% when considering all monitors. In total, the
mean (median) impact of invisible events is less than 0.2%
(0.1%) as shown in Fig. 1(b). These results suggest that exist-
ing infrastructure has already a great potential in enabling
live detection of signi�cant hijacking events. We �nd instead
that current streaming services have full visibility only for
events with impact greater than 30% (Fig. 3(b)), highlight-
ing the expected added bene�t of RIPE RIS and RouteViews
accelerating transition to live streaming [45, 44, 15].

6 DETECTION METHODOLOGY
6.1 Overview
Requirements. The design requirements of a detection sys-
tem are dictated by the characteristics of hijacks and the

Table 2: Percentage of invisible hijacking events.

Hijack type 0 1 2 3 4
BGPmon (stream) 10.9% 31.6% 53.6% 65.9% 76.1%
RIPE RIS (stream) 7.1% 20.6% 36.7% 50.5% 63.8%
All stream services 4.2% 15.6% 33.1% 47.8% 62.2%

RouteViews 1.5% 4.3% 11.1% 26.5% 38.0%
RIPE RIS 1.8% 4.0% 13.8% 26.4% 40.9%

All services 1.4% 3.0% 9.0% 21.3% 34.4%

5

•Hijack Types:
•Type 0 hijack: <prefix: BAD_AS, …>      (a.k.a. “prefix origin hijack”)
•Type 1 hijack: <prefix: oAS, BAD_AS, …>
•Type 2 hijack: <prefix: oAS, AS1, BAD_AS, …>
•…

lots of attention
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Figure 1: Impact of di�erent hijack types: (a) CDFs,
and (b) mean (continuous lines) and median (dashed
lines) values of the percentage of polluted ASes over
1000 simulations for di�erent hijack types.

impact is very limited or negligible (e.g., 4% and 1% for type-3
and type-4, respectively), in contrast to lower types.
All types of hijacks can have a large impact. Comparing
themean to themedian values in Fig. 1(b) (blue curves; circle
markers) highlights that even with type-4 hijacks there are
events with a large (i.e., > 80%, see Fig. 1(a)) impact. We veri-
�ed that these corner cases happen not because the hijacker
AS has high connectivity, but because of the reciprocal lo-
cation of the hijacker and victim ASes in the AS-graph and
the respective relationships with their neighbors. Since it is
di�cult to identify the ASes that are capable of launching
impactful hijacking attacks, an operator should be able to
defend their networks against every type of hijacking event.

5.2 Visibility of Hijacks on the Control
Plane

Here we study to which extent di�erent types of hijacks are
visible by monitors of publicly accessible BGP monitoring
infrastructure. Detecting a hijacking event through control-
plane monitoring requires the illegitimate path to propagate
to at least one monitor. Moreover, the more monitors receive
such a route, the faster and more robust (e.g., against monitor
failures) the detection of a hijack is.
Hijacking events of smaller type aremore visible. Fig. 2
shows the distribution of the percentage of monitors, from
(a) all monitoring services, and from (b) only RIPE RIS and
BGPmon streaming services, that receive an illegitimate path.
As expected, hijack types of smaller type are visible with
higher probability and to more monitors (on average), since
their impact on the Internet is larger (see Fig. 1(b)). Table 2
gives the percentage of hijacking events that are invisible to
the di�erent services (i.e., they do not pollute any of the mon-
itors in our simulations). We can see that almost all origin-AS
hijacks (type-0) are visible, whereas hijacks of types 1, 2, 3,
and 4 have a higher probability to remain unnoticed, e.g.,
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Figure 2: Visibility of di�erent hijack types: CCDFs of
the number of monitors (x-axis in log-scale) that ob-
serve an illegitimate route over 1000 simulations for
di�erent types, using (a) all and (b) streaming moni-
toring services.

more than 20% of type-3 hijacks are not visible by any ser-
vice. We also �nd that the combination of di�erent services
always leads to increased coverage, and thus, visibility.
Hijacking events (of every type) with signi�cant im-
pact are always visible to monitoring services. Fig. 3
shows the percentage of hijacking events, grouped by their
impact, that are invisible to monitoring services. Hijacking
events that pollute more than 2% of the Internet are –in
our simulations– always visible to the monitoring services
(Fig. 3(a)), and the vast majority (e.g., more than 85% type-0
hijacks) of those with impact between 1% and 2% are also
observed. The visibility is low only for events with impact
less than 1% when considering all monitors. In total, the
mean (median) impact of invisible events is less than 0.2%
(0.1%) as shown in Fig. 1(b). These results suggest that exist-
ing infrastructure has already a great potential in enabling
live detection of signi�cant hijacking events. We �nd instead
that current streaming services have full visibility only for
events with impact greater than 30% (Fig. 3(b)), highlight-
ing the expected added bene�t of RIPE RIS and RouteViews
accelerating transition to live streaming [45, 44, 15].

6 DETECTION METHODOLOGY
6.1 Overview
Requirements. The design requirements of a detection sys-
tem are dictated by the characteristics of hijacks and the

Table 2: Percentage of invisible hijacking events.

Hijack type 0 1 2 3 4
BGPmon (stream) 10.9% 31.6% 53.6% 65.9% 76.1%
RIPE RIS (stream) 7.1% 20.6% 36.7% 50.5% 63.8%
All stream services 4.2% 15.6% 33.1% 47.8% 62.2%

RouteViews 1.5% 4.3% 11.1% 26.5% 38.0%
RIPE RIS 1.8% 4.0% 13.8% 26.4% 40.9%

All services 1.4% 3.0% 9.0% 21.3% 34.4%

5

often neglected
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False Positives + False Negatives
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•Third-party Detection Services
•False Positives

•unless you promptly communicate changes to your network 
configuration
•Privacy?

•False Negatives
•Most services focus on Type-0 attacks
•Hard to detect more sophisticated attacks (Type-1, Type-2, …)

•Mitigation?
•No integration with mitigation solutions
•Btw, would you mitigate if uncertain? how later? 

Foundation for Research and Technology-Hellas 
University of Crete,



NEED
EARLY & ACCURATE DETECTION 

+ 
FAST MITIGATION
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OUR APPROACH
ARTEMIS (1/3)
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•Realtime BGP Monitoring using public infrastructure
•~200 vantage points worldwide (BGP routers) 

•source: RouteViews, RIPE RIS, Colorado State Univ. BGPMon
•processing: CAIDA’s BGPStream
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CoNEXT’17, December 2017, Seoul, South Korea P. Sermpezis et al.
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(b) streaming monitors
Figure 3: Percentage (y-axis) of the hijacking events,
grouped by impact (x-axis), that are invisible to (a)
all monitoring services, and (b) streaming monitoring
services, for di�erent hijack types (denoted as bars of
di�erent colors). Note the di�erences in the (a)/(b) x-
axis.

needs of network operators: (i) the non-negligible impact of
Type-N, N > 0, hijacks (see Section 5) renders approaches
focusing only on origin-AS hijacks, e.g., [32], insu�cient;
(ii) the large number of short-lived hijacks [51] highlights
the need for a timely detection; (iii) the common practice
of manual veri�cation of hijacking alerts (usually raised by
third-party detection services) delays the mitigation (see Sec-
tion 2), and reveals the importance of a reliable detection to
enable automated mitigation.
ApproachOverviewandAchievedGoals.To satisfy these
requirements, ARTEMIS is run locally by a network and en-
ables a self-operated (i.e., not involving third parties) detec-
tion of hijacking events for its own pre�xes. ARTEMIS (a)
uses a local con�guration including information about the
pre�xes owned by the network, and (b) receives as input
the stream of BGP updates provided by the publicly available
monitoring services. Comparing the AS-PATH �eld in the
BGP updates with the information in the local con�gura-
tion, ARTEMIS can detect any type of hijacking events and
generate alerts.

The local con�guration contains rich information (usually
not available to third-parties; e.g., routing policies) that make
possible the detection of an illegitimate announcement even
with a single BGP update. The ability of monitoring services
to provide real-time BGP feeds, and their pervasiveness, ren-
der the ARTEMIS approach fast (e.g., compared to previous
self-operated approaches that involve a single monitoring
point [59]); in fact, our experiments (Section 8) show that in
most cases the �rst illegitimate route is seen at the monitors
within 5s from the hijacker’s announcement.

Self-operation enables the detection of: (i) all sub-pre�x
hijacking events (the most impactful, since they typically
pollute the entire Internet), without false positives or false

negatives; (ii) all visible exact-pre�x hijacking events of Type-
0 (origin-AS) and Type-1, with 0 false positives6 ; (iii) Type-N,
N , � 2, exact-pre�x hijacking events (which are on average
the least impactful), with a trade-o� between reduced false
positives and speed6. Since the detection criteria and the
information they use di�er for di�erent classes of hijacks,
we discuss each of them separately in the following sections.
Deployability.Wewould like to emphasize that theARTEMIS
detection approach is immediately deployable today based on
existing monitoring services. To this end, we implemented a
proof-of-concept ARTEMIS system, which we use in our real-
world experiments in the Internet (Section 8). The current
implementation of ARTEMIS interacts with the streaming
services through the RIPE RIS socket.io API and telnet
for BGPmon. It receives streams of BGP updates (formatted in
plain text fromRIPE RIS and XML format fromBGPmon), and
keeps/�lters only the BGP updates concerning the network-
owned pre�xes. By end of 2017, CAIDA’s BGPStream will
support reading from multiple streaming data sources simul-
taneously [38, 39] (including RIPE RIS socket.io and BMP
feeds, which RouteViews and others plan tomake available at
the same time). We envision replacing the BGP feed interface
of our ARTEMIS implementation using CAIDA’s BGPStream
API.

6.2 Detecting Sub-pre�x Hijacks
Sub-pre�x hijacks are the most dangerous, since they can
pollute the entire Internet due to the longest pre�x matching
employed by the BGP decision process. They are also among
the most problematic when using third-party services, since
each time an AS decides to announce a longer pre�x or to
de-aggregate a pre�x, it either needs to communicate this
information in advance to the third-party service or it will
receive a false-positive alert from it.
ARTEMIS returns 0 false positives and 0 false nega-
tives for all sub-pre�x hijacking events. To detect these
events, the network operator stores in the local con�guration
of ARTEMIS an up-to-date list of all owned and announced
pre�xes. When a sub-pre�x hijack takes place, the monitor-
ing services will observe BGP updates for this sub-pre�x (the
entire Internet is polluted). Hence, ARTEMIS immediately
detects these events without any false positives/negatives,
since it has full knowledge of which pre�xes are legitimately
announced.
ARTEMIS returns 0 false positives and 0 false nega-
tives for all BGP squatting events. This approach has the
added bene�t of detecting BGP squatting as well; a technique
commonly used by spammers, in which a (malicious) AS an-
nounces space owned but not announced by another AS [8].
6The only false negatives are the events not visible by the monitoring
infrastructure (see Section 5.2).

6

•Provides visibility of all  
  impactful events  

•Detect events in few seconds!  
(tested with experiments on the real Internet)
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•Detection without outsourcing
•Run locally: leverages knowledge of your network configuration
•Accurate: 

•Detects all types of attacks!
•No false negatives for all visible attacks
•No false positives for most types of attacks; 

•demonstrated extremely low rate otherwise 
•No sharing of private data
•Transparency: open source code  

Foundation for Research and Technology-Hellas 
University of Crete,
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•Mitigation
•Automated + flexible (it can be configured on a per-prefix basis)
•Both autonomous or outsourced

•Prefix de-aggregation
•Announcement and tunneling from other ASes
•Contact offending AS and its neighbors

Foundation for Research and Technology-Hellas 
University of Crete,

CoNEXT’17, December 2017, Seoul, South Korea P. Sermpezis et al.
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(b) Hijack type 1
Figure 6: E�ciency of mitigation via outsourcing BGP
announcements to organizations selected (i) randomly,
and based on their (ii) number of providers and (iii)
customer cone (top ISPs), and via (iv) �ltering at top
ISPs.

MOAS on the control plane and tra�c tunneling on the data
plane; a corresponding mapping in ARTEMIS (potentially
only for the most security-sensitive pre�xes owned by the
organization) could thus be:

{Pre�x length = /24, *, *}! Outsource BGP announcements

More than one organizations can be employed for a more
e�ective mitigation. In the following, we investigate the ef-
�ciency of this technique for di�erent selection criteria and
number of mitigation organizations. In Fig. 6 we present sim-
ulation results for the remaining number of polluted ASes
(y-axis) after announcing the pre�x from di�erent numbers
of mitigation organizations (x-axis) in addition to the net-
work operating ARTEMIS. We consider three cases where
we select the outsourcing organizations (i) randomly, and
based on their (ii) number of providers (which correlates with
their mitigation e�ciency [33]) and (iii) customer cone (“top
ISPs”) that corresponds to large ISPs [10].
Outsourcing mitigation even to a single organization
is very e�ective, and signi�cantly reduces the impact
of hijacking. Fig. 6(a) shows that outsourcing BGP announce-
ments to the top ISPs outperforms a selection of ASes with
many providers, while randomly selecting organizations is
always less e�cient. However, even a single randomly se-
lected organization can considerably reduce the impact of
the hijacking event (on average), from 50% to 34% and from
28% to 14% for Type-0 (Fig. 6(a)) and Type-1 (Fig. 6(b)) events,
respectively, which clearly indicates an e�ective and robust
mitigation technique. Outsourcing to more than one organi-
zation simultaneously and/or carefully selecting the mitiga-
tion organization can further increase themitigation bene�ts,

Table 3: Mean percentage of polluted ASes, when out-
sourcing BGP announcements to organizations pro-
viding DDoS protection services.

without top
outsourcing ISPs AK CF VE IN NE

Type0 50.0% 12.4% 2.4% 4.8% 5.0% 7.3% 11.0%
Type1 28.6% 8.2% 0.3% 0.8% 0.9% 2.3% 3.3%
Type2 16.9% 6.2% 0.2% 0.4% 0.4% 1.3% 1.1%
Type3 11.6% 4.5% 0.1% 0.4% 0.3% 1.1% 0.5%

e.g., leading to less than 5% polluted ASes (one order of mag-
nitude lower compared to the initial impact) with only 3 top
ISPs for Type-0 events.
OutsourcingBGPannouncements outperforms current
practices. In Fig. 6 we compare the e�ciency of outsourcing
against pre�x �ltering, a proactive defense that needs coop-
eration of networks and is currently partially deployed (see
Section 2). We consider �ltering of the illegitimate routes8
from the – most e�ective – top ISPs. Our results show that �l-
tering is much less e�cient than outsourcing BGP announce-
ments: even with 10 �ltering ASes, the mitigation e�ciency
is almost equal to (Fig. 6(a)) or not better than (Fig. 6(b))
using a single randomly selected outsourcing AS. Increasing
the number of �ltering ASes to a few dozens, barely helps.
Existing industry security models can provide highly
e�ective outsourced mitigation. In Table 3, we present
the hijacking mitigation e�ciency of di�erent organizations
that currently provide DDoS protection services. We selected,
as examples, 5 organizations of varying sizes9 and simulated
BGP announcements originating from them for the hijacked
pre�x. Mitigation with any of them is e�cient, outperform-
ing even top ISPs. Speci�cally, mitigation from Akamai is
the most e�cient, reducing the percentage of polluted ASes
to 2.4% (from 50% originally) on average for Type-0 hijacks.
This trend persists also for the other types of hijacks, where
the average percentage of polluted ASes is reduced to 0.3%
or less.

8 REAL-WORLD EXPERIMENTS
We setup and conduct real BGP pre�x hijacking experiments
in the Internet (Section 8.1) using the PEERING testbed [49,
55]. We implemented a prototype of ARTEMIS, which we
use to detect and mitigate the hijacking events, and study the
actual detection and mitigation times observed (Section 8.2).

8Note that today �ltering protects only against origin-AS hijacks. However,
in Fig. 6(b) we assume a potential �ltering for Type-1 hijacks as well.
9Namely: Akamai (AK), CloudFlare (CF), Verisign (VE), Incapsula (IN), and
Neustar (NE).

10
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// Artemis configuration for our main prefixes
prefixes: 123.123.0.0/16, 111.111.111.0/24

origin_asns: 4131, 4132
   neighbors: 4000, 3112, 2670, 45, 2800, 7462, 4123
   mitigation: deaggregate 

// Artemis configuration for prefixes we use only at site #2
prefixes: 123.124.125.0/24, 222.222.222.0/24

origin_asns: 4131
   neighbors: 2800, 7462, 4123
   mitigation: deaggregate, outsource

•Configuration file
•configure manually
•extract from routers / route reflector
•pre-populate from RADB?
•…



PILOT DEPLOYMENT
try ARTEMIS
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•Pilot deployment of detection component
- all you need is a box with Python

•Feedback
•Read our paper draft
•Contribute to the development of scripts etc.
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ONE LAST SLIDE
- We are also developing a centralized service (an 
Internet observatory for BGP hijacks and 
anomalies) which does not need deployment in your 
network 
 
- Soon you’ll be able to subscribe to receive notifications 
and inspect events on a dashboard  

- If you upload your ARTEMIS configuration file it is going 
to be more accurate and may provide more information 
about the incident
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